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A Quiet Kind of Thunder*
Sara Barnard

Steffi has been a selective mute for most of her life - she's 
been silent for so long that she feels completely invisible. 
But Rhys, the new boy at school, sees her. He's deaf, and 
her knowledge of basic sign language means that she's 
assigned to look after him. To Rhys, it doesn't matter that 
Steffi doesn't talk, and as they find ways to communicate, 
Steffi finds that she does have a voice, and that she's falling 
in love with the one person who makes her feel brave 
enough to use it. The stunning follow up to Beautiful Broken 
Things is a love story about the times when a whisper is as 
good as a shout.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509810987 $16.99

Windwitch*
Susan Dennard

On a continent ruled by three empires, some are born 
with a "witchery," a magical skill that sets them apart from 
others. In this sequel to New York Times bestselling 
Truthwitch, a shadow man haunts the Nubrevnan streets, 
leaving corpses in his wake-and then raising those 
corpses from the dead. Windwitch continues the tale of 
Merik-cunning privateer, prince, and windwitch.

Tor UK • PB • Fantasy

9781447282310 $16.99

Truthwitch: Witchlands 1*
Susan Dennard

Young witches Safiya and Iseult have a habit of finding 
trouble. After clashing with a powerful Guildmaster and his 
ruthless Bloodwitch bodyguard, the friends are forced to flee 
their home. Safi must avoid capture at all costs as she's a 
rare Truthwitch, able to discern truth from lies. Many would 
kill for her magic, so Safi must keep it hidden. With war 
coming, treaties breaking and a magical contagion 
sweeping the land, the friends will have to fight emperors 
and mercenaries alike. For some will stop at nothing to get 
their hands on a Truthwitch.

Tor UK • PB • Fantasy

9781447282068 $16.99

Redux
A.L. Davroe

The domed city of Evanescence has been overrun with 
renegade androids and the disfavored from The Waste. 
Ellani Drexel joins Guster and a small band of refugees in 
escaping the city through the Undertunnel. They hope to 
make it to Cadence, their sister city. Tensions grow high 
and truths are revealed. Ella already knows some of it but 
she isn't counting on the game-changing secret that 
Quentin reveals about Guster. Nor does she know that 
the Disfavored are after her. And she certainly doesn't 
know that the Anansi Virus that she planted in Nexis had 
a secondary protocol... It's called Redux. And it's waiting 
for Ella.

Entangled Publishing • TPB • Fantasy

9781633755079 $14.99

Evidence of Things Not Seen
Lindsey Lane

When high school junior Tommy Smythe disappears, 
everyone has a theory about what happened to him. He 
was an odd kid, often deeply involved in particle physics, so 
maybe he just got distracted and wandered off. He was last 
seen at a pullout off the highway, so maybe someone 
snatched him. Tommy believes that everything is possible, 
and that until something can be proved false, it may be true. 
So as long as Tommy's whereabouts are undetermined, he 
could literally be anywhere. Told in a series of narratives 
from people who knew Tommy--and people who didn't--
Evidence of Things Not Seen explores themes of 
loneliness, connectedness, and the role we play in creating 
our own realities.

Square Fish • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250090560 $14.99

Herbert Rowbarge
Natalie Babbitt

Herbert Rowbarge has an identical twin who lives ninety 
miles away, but he doesn't know he exists. All he does 
know is that he gets a weird feeling when he looks into 
mirrors or watches his twin daughters. The only thing that 
makes him happy is the amusement park that he has 
created: It was the dream of his childhood, and it is 
complete with a merry-go-round with many pairs of 
beasts. Told from the points of view of Herbert and of his 
daughters, this family story explores what it means to be 
a self-made man to the exclusion of all others--and the 
relationship between twins, whether you know you are 
one or not.

Square Fish • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250075109 $17.99
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Welcome to Nowhere
Elizabeth Laird

Twelve-year-old Omar and his brothers and sister were 
born and raised in the beautiful and bustling city of Bosra, 
Syria. Omar doesn't care about politics - all her wants is to 
grow up to become a successful businessman who will 
take the world by storm. But when his clever older brother, 
Musa, gets mixed up with some young political activists, 
everything changes . . . Before long, bombs are falling, 
people are dying, and Omar and his family have no choice 
but to flee their home with only what they can carry. But no 
matter how far they run, the shadow of war follows them -
until they have no choice but to attempt the dangerous 
journey to escape their homeland altogether. But where do 
you go, when you can't go home?

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509840496 $22.99

Losers Take All
David Klass

At Jack Logan's sports-crazy New Jersey high school, the 
new rule is that all kids must play on a team. So Jack and 
a ragtag group of anti-athletic friends decide to get even. 
They are going to start a rebel JV soccer team whose 
mission is to avoid victory at any cost, setting out to 
secretly undermine their school's sports-above-all 
mentality. But as the team's losing formula becomes 
increasingly successful at attracting fans and attention, 
Jack and his teammates are winning in ways they never 
expected--and don't know how to handle.

Square Fish • TPB • Sporting stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250090591 $14.99

The Super-Intelligent, High-tech Robot Book
Jon Milton

The Super-Intelligent, High-tech Robot Book sits alongside 
the new blockbuster Science Museum Robots exhibition, 
and because it is being written by the Science Museum it 
contains all the very latest robot information 
communicated in an accessible humorous way. Opening 
in February 2017, the exhibition will explore the 500-year 
story of humanoid robots. The Super-Intelligent, High-tech 
Robot Book will look at the history of animatronics, 
computing and robots from their beginnings to the present 
day, and contains quizzes and instructions for experiments 
to do at home. It is illustrated with black-and-white photos 
and line art.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Children's / Teenage: general non-fiction

9781509842353 $14.99

Boy's Best Friend
Kate Banks and Rupert Sheldrake

Eleven-year-old George has a dog, Bart, who seems to 
know everything about him--from when he is feeling sad to 
when he will arrive home from school. George's new 
neighbor and classmate, Lester, also has a dog, Bill 
Gates, and Lester thinks he is the smartest animal in the 
world. When their teacher assigns a school science 
project about animal behavior, George and Lester decide 
to conduct an experiment based on the world-famous 
Rupert Sheldrake's experiments about dogs. George even 
has an e-mail exchange with Dr. Sheldrake to help him 
with the project--and he and Lester soon find out that, 
through a few simple experiments, kids can make 
scientific discoveries, too.

Square Fish • TPB • Animal stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250079725 $9.99

Dance Class #9: "Dancing in the Rain"
Beka and Crip

Meet Julie, Lucie, and Alia! Whether it's ballet, modern 
dance, or hip-hop, these three are committed to getting 
better, and maybe one day making it to the Nationals! In 
the meantime, they still have school, family, crushes, and 
everything else life throws their way. Follow along with 
their hilarious misadventures as they practice to 
perfection, ace their recitals, and hopefully make it through 
with no bumps and bruises!

Papercutz • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781629911878 $14.99

Night of the Living Worms
Dave Coverly

The first book in a humorous chapter book series plays off 
the adage "The early bird gets the worm" and is told from 
the perspective of Early Bird's jealous brother.

St Martin's Press • PB • Humorous stories (Children's / Teenage)

9781250090508 $12.99

Elephants Don't Sit on Cars
David Henry Wilson

Jeremy James always seems to be getting into mischief 
and is fed up with grown-ups never knowing the answer to 
important questions. Join Jeremy James as his navigates 
his way through messy pesky supermarkets, goes to a 
football game and discovers the consequences of eating 
too many sweets . . . Illustrated throughout by the award-
winning Axel Scheffler, David Henry Wilson's funny and 
gentle stories about the inimitable Jeremy James are 
much-loved classics, perfect for younger readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509818761 $12.99

Never Say Moo to a Bull
David Henry Wilson

Jeremy James always seems to be getting into mischief 
and is fed up with grown-ups never knowing the answer to 
important questions . . . Join Jeremy James as he finds 
himself in a runaway car, causes havoc at a birthday party 
and comes up with a cunning plan on how to get rich. 
Illustrated throughout by the award-winning Axel Scheffler, 
David Henry Wilson's funny and gentle stories about the 
inimitable Jeremy James are much-loved classics, perfect 
for younger readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509818785 $12.99



Fluffy Chick
Rod Campbell

Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap 
classic Dear Zoo, has been a trusted name in early 
learning for over thirty years. With bright, bold artwork, a 
lift-the-flap ending and a whole host of favourite farm 
animals, Fluffy Chick is a perfect first farm animal story 
book - and the thick board pages, chunky cased cover and 
touch and feel patches make it great for small hands.

Macmillan Children's Books • Touch & Feel Books

9781509834358 $14.99

The Gruffalo Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson

Join all your favourite characters from the deep dark wood 
in this must-have sticker book based on the bestselling 
picture book The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson and Axel 
Scheffler. Packed with games, activities and over 400 
stickers, The Gruffalo Sticker Book book is perfect for 
birthdays, rainy days and school holidays - a great gift for 
any child. Look out for: The Gruffalo's Child Sticker Book!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781509829699 $14.99

The Gruffalo's Child Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson

Join all your favourite characters from the deep dark wood 
in this must-have sticker book based on the bestselling 
picture book The Gruffalo's Child by Julia Donaldson and 
Axel Scheffler. Packed with games, activities and over 400 
stickers, The Gruffalo's Child Sticker Book is perfect for 
birthdays, rainy days and school holidays - a great gift for 
any child. Look out for: The Gruffalo Sticker Book!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Sticker & Stamp Books

9781509829705 $14.99

Princess Mirror-Belle Bind Up 1
Julia Donaldson

Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out of the 
bathroom mirror. But Mirror-Belle is a double with a 
difference! She is a princess, and a very mischievous one 
at that. Join magically mischievous Mirror-Belle as she 
comes popping out of Ellen's mirror to sweep her into a 
variety of hilarious escapades - from battling with Dragon 
Pox to exploring a department store and helping out with 
the local pantomine. From celebrating birthdays to having 
fun at the fair and starting at a new school, there are 
always adventures to be had. You can always guarantee 
that wherever Mirror-Belle goes, trouble will follow. 
Beautifully illustrated by Lydia Monks - Princess Mirror-
Belle is perfect for more confident readers.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509838721 $12.99

The Smartest Giant 15th Anniversary Edition
Julia Donaldson

A new, limited edition of the modern classic The Smartest 
Giant in Town. George wished he wasn't the scruffiest 
giant in town. So when he sees a new shop selling giant-
sized clothes, he decides it's time for a new look: smart 
trousers, smart shirt, stripy tie, shiny shoes. Now he's the 
smartest giant in town . . . until he bumps into some 
animals who desperately need his help - and his clothes! 
Join George on his journey in this special anniversary 
edition.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781509830473 $14.99

The Magic Paintbrush
Julia Donaldson

With her magic paintbrush, Shen can paint steaming pots 
full of fish and oysters to feed the hungry people in her 
village, but when the evil emperor hears of her gift he 
commands Shen to paint gold for him instead. She is 
determined to keep her promise to paint only for the poor, 
but how can she match the emperor's mighty power? In 
The Magic Paintbrush, Julia Donaldson's vibrant verse 
and Joel Stewart's beautiful illustrations bring vibrant life to 
a traditional tale of how a little girl's integrity can withstand 
the corruption of power and greed.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Storybooks

9781509830466 $14.99

Walter's Wonderful Web
Tim Hopgood

Meet a determined little spider who can't seem to spin a 
perfect web. Whoosh goes the wind as it blows each web 
away! But one thing Walter can spin is spectacular shapes 
and one day he spins the most spectacular shape of all! 
It's better than perfect - it's a truly wonderful web. Walter's 
Wonderful Web is another brilliantly conceived, beautifully 
written and wonderfully illustrated concept board book 
from the award-winning Tim Hopgood. A perfect 
introduction to shapes for all babies and toddlers, with 
bold and stylish illustrations that will appeal to all!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Baby Books

9781509830213 $14.99

Hooray for Hoppy
Tim Hopgood

When Hoppy the rabbit wakes up on the first day of 
Spring, he discovers a world full of wonderful things! But 
after he's sniffed the fresh air, listened to the singing birds 
and tasted the fresh green grass, he starts to feel a little 
lonely. And so he finds a way to wake up his friends so 
they can enjoy the sights, smells and sounds of spring all 
together. Hooray for Hoppy by Tim Hopgood is a bold and 
beautiful introduction to the senses and includes an 
activity spread to help children learn all about the way they 
can use their senses to interact with the world around 
them. The stunning artwork has a retro charm that will 
appeal to all ages.

Macmillan Children's Books • Baby Books

9781509834112 $14.99



There Was An Old Dragon Who Swallowed A Knight
Penny Parker Klostermann

This old dragon is very hungry! And he's not going to stop 
until he's gulped down almost the entire kingdom, knight's 
armour and all. But is there any way of escape from a lazy 
dragon's gut? Perhaps a good belch will help... Penny 
Parker Klostermann's adventurous play on the classic 
nursery rhyme, There Was An Old Lady Who Swallowed A 
Fly, is brought to life through Ben Mantle's vivid 
illustrations. This silly tale is perfect for reading aloud, with 
rollicking rhymes that will have both children and parents 
giggling.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781509844258 $12.99

The London Noisy Tube
Marion Billet

Young children will love to press the sound button and 
hear an authentic mind the gap message as they journey 
through the sights of London by tube. Visit Madam 
Tussauds and Sherlock Holmes at 221B Baker Street, the 
Natural History and Science Museums at South 
Kensington and the bustling theatres at Leicester Square. 
With funny characters and a 'spot Shakespeare' feature, 
there is masses of detail and plenty to talk about on every 
page of The Noisy London Tube With bright, bold and 
beautiful illustrations by Marion Billet, this promises to be 
lots of fun for train-mad toddlers on the move!

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781509804283 $16.99

Night Animals
Jenny Wren

Explore a meadow, busy farm, dark street and noisy 
garden in First Explorers: Night Animals. Meet owls, foxes, 
bats and lots of other amazing creatures who come out at 
nighttime. Each scene has chunky push, pull and slide 
mechanisms, animals to spot and fun facts about night 
creatures. Beautifully illustrated by Jenny Wren, this title 
has gentle learning and is a magical introduction to the 
natural world. Also available: Sea Creatures

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781509832620 $12.99

Sea Creatures
Chorkung

Dive into busy rockpools, beautiful coral reefs, icy oceans, 
and the deep, dark sea in First Explorers: Sea Creatures. 
Meet turtles, jellyfish, penguins and lots of other amazing 
creatures who live under the sea. Each scene has chunky 
push, pull and slide mechanisms, animals to spot and fun 
facts about sea creatures. Beautifully illustrated by 
Chorkung, this title has gentle learning and is a magical 
introduction to the natural world. Also available: Night 
Animals

Campbell Books • Novelty, Toy & Die-Cut Books

9781509832613 $12.99

All Kinds of Kisses
Heather Swain

A grasshopper mouth opens east-west but not south. 
They're like scissors for chopping up leaves. "Don't try to 
hide from a kiss on its side," says grandpa grasshopper to 
nymphs. How would a grasshopper kiss?We humans 
smooch with our lips. But how do giraffes, whales, 
hummingbirds, tree frogs, and other creatures kiss? It's 
fun to wonder about and to see in the pages of this 
charming book, which includes facts about each animal at 
the end.

Feiwel & Friends • HB • Picture Books

9781250066503 $22.99

100 Hugs
Chris Riddell

This gorgeous collection of hugs from Children's Laureate 
Chris Riddell is the perfect gift for a loved one, or to cheer 
yourself up on a dark day. It covers every possible type of 
hug you can think of, but one thing is for certain: every one 
will touch your heart.

Macmillan Children's Books • HB • Picture Books

9781509814305 $22.99

Lift-the-flap Fairy Tales: The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Stephen Tucker

In Lift-the-Flap Fairy Tales: The Three Billy Goats Gruff, 
the traditional fairy tale is retold in irreverent, playful rhyme 
that's perfect for reading aloud, and brilliantly 
accompanied by Nick Sharratt's bright and vibrant 
illustrations. Includes a free audio CD read by Anna 
Chancellor, with two tracks: listen to the story alone, or 
follow along with the book by turning the pages when you 
hear the chime.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781509829781 $16.99

Lift-the-flap Fairy Tales: Goldilocks
Stephen Tucker

In Lift-the-Flap Fairy Tales: Goldilocks, the traditional fairy 
tale is retold in irreverent, playful rhyme that's perfect for 
reading aloud, and brilliantly accompanied by Nick 
Sharratt's bright and vibrant illustrations. Includes a free 
audio CD read by Anna Chancellor, with two tracks: listen 
to the story alone, or follow along with the book by turning 
the pages when you hear the chime. Look out for the other 
five stories in the Lift-the-Flap Fairy Tales series: The 
Three Billy Goats Gruff, Jack and the Beanstalk, The 
Three Little Pigs, Cinderella and Little Red Riding Hood.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books

9781509828180 $16.99



Grandpa Gazillion's Number Yard
Laurie Keller

If you ever thought that numbers were only for counting--
think again! At Grandpa Gazillion's Number Yard, numbers 
have all sorts of uses that can come in handy when in a 
pinch. For instance, a two can be used as a saxophone, a 
ten makes a great pogo stick, and a fourteen is a terrific 
sailboat. So head over to Grandpa Gazillion's Number 
Yard and stock up on numbers, because you never know 
when you just might need them! In her signature style, 
Laurie Keller has created a wonderfully inventive counting 
book--from one to twenty--that will keep children laughing 
and learning.

Square Fish • TPB • Picture Books

9781250095374 $12.99

Skinny Brown Dog
Kimberly Willis Holt

Benny the baker leads a simple life. He makes delicious 
cakes, cookies, and muffins, and keeps his customers well 
fed and happy. When a skinny brown dog shows up on 
Benny's doorstep, nothing Benny says can persuade him 
to go away. While Benny insists that the dog isn't his, 
customers soon grow as fond of the skinny brown dog as 
they are of Benny's yummy treats. The children even 
name him Brownie--the perfect name for a baker's dog. 
Benny starts to wonder what it might be like to have a dog 
of his own. But it's not until Brownie comes to his rescue 
that Benny realizes a dog can make for a very good friend. 
Full of winning characters (and delicious treats!), this book 
celebrates a very special friendship.

Square Fish • TPB • Picture Books

9781250095367 $12.99

Here Come the Animals!
Katherine Redfern

Young performers will delight in helping Rabbit swing to 
and fro on the high trapeze, Tiger balance on the 
tightrope, Monkey juggle, Elephant balance and a whole 
host of other colourful circus characters perform their acts 
in this beautifully illustrated, highly interactive book for 
young readers. With clever mechanisms throughout, 
perfect for little hands, a playful rhyming text, and a BIG 
surprise ending, this delightful introduction to the circus is 
a book to be treasured.

Macmillan • HB • Picture Books

9780230766815 $19.99

Ten Terrible Dinosaurs
Paul Stickland

Ten terrible dinosaurs standing in a line, soon began to 
mess about until there were... nine. This lively counting 
book, first published in 1997 and now reissued as a new 
edition, is based on the characters from Dinosaur Roar!, a 
picture book that is now recognised as a modern classic. 
The rhyming text encourages children to join in, helping 
them to learn their numbers as they count down from 10 to 
1, ending with a wonderful loud ROAR!

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • Picture Books, Activity Books & Early 
Learning Material

9781509835522 $14.99




